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ACROSS
1 Large translation of Islam's quite like defeatism? (8)
5 Organised World Cup's opening to voice Australian 

methods (6)
9 Argument against fellow reportedly defeated in a 

clash of interests (8)
10 Aspire to change an empire (6)
12 He spouted trash in Dixieland (4,5)
13 Well done, gritty, tailless duck (5)
14 Scoundrel's Arts Degree credits were overturned? (4)
16 Sting said to become less severe in a highly elevated 

swing (7)
19 Old spies turn on chief (7)
21 Waited to see the future (4)
24 European village starts to approve English produce 

(5)
25 Lecturer admitted a good man into sensible 

university's foundation? (9)
27 Scraps dunces' cap--replaced with nothing (6)
28 Staff meeting established condition to be added to a 

list (8)
29 Go out of touch - except about, as an example, 

getting a promotion (6)
30 Guard dispatched to the interior cell--there are no 

limits (8)

DOWN
1 New cafe receives public notice at front of house (6)
2 Dante made masterpieces from the start, one after 

another (6)
3 Swings are still being produced (5)
4 Give in brief so grand records arrive (7)
6 Remaining officials go to enthusiasts' destination? 

(9)
7 Was wrong about the least risk involved (8)
8 Mature child restrains another? (8)

11 Smallest piece of bridge's foundation broke off? 
Start to stress (4)

15 Two 'Intro to Engineering' classes organised without 
a break (9)

17 Score a type of salary? (4,4)
18 School's left-out dweeb had no date and became a 

pub regular (8)
20 Actors are able to change direction with time (4)
21 Placebo, maybe, oddly argued to treat an injury? (7)
22 Impose regulations on some lingo/vernacular (6)
23 Intellectual's name put in gold perhaps? (6)
26 Save the most interesting part (5)
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